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Soe Hok-gie-- sekali lagi
Ryünosuke Akutagawa (1892-1927) is one of Japan’s foremost stylists - a
modernist master whose short stories are marked by highly original imagery,
cynicism, beauty and wild humour. ‘Rashömon’ and ‘In a Bamboo Grove’ inspired
Kurosawa’s magnificent film and depict a past in which morality is turned upside
down, while tales such as ‘The Nose’, ‘O-Gin’ and ‘Loyalty’ paint a rich and
imaginative picture of a medieval Japan peopled by Shoguns and priests, vagrants
and peasants. And in later works such as ‘Death Register’, ‘The Life of a Stupid
Man’ and ‘Spinning Gears’, Akutagawa drew from his own life to devastating effect,
revealing his intense melancholy and terror of madness in exquisitely moving
impressionistic stories.

Siri Tari
Wolf Boys
Xiao, the Great Bandit, rescues the beautiful Shen several times, which plants the
seed of love in both of them. But Shen is married to a rich man who is also an
outstanding martial artist. Xiao has his own secret admirer, Feng, an attractive
swordswoman with a quick temper. Xiao is drawn into a messy fight for the
legendary Deer Carver. Before he can take any action, Shen's grandmother is
murdered, and Xiao is named the killer. It appears that things are spinning out of
controlOne of the top three Chinese martial arts fiction writers, Gu Long wrote 69
novels, many of which have been adapted for TV or cinema.

The Four Constables
A series of bizarre and intriguing murders greet young Judge Dee when he accepts
the post of magistrate of Peng-lai, a port city on the northeast coast of Shantung
Province in seventh-century Imperial China
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The Legendary Couple
HarperCollins Treasury of Picture Book Classics
A concise overview of carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS), a promising but
overlooked climate change mitigation pathway. The burning of fossil fuels releases
carbon dioxide (CO2), and these CO2 emissions are a major driver of climate
change. Carbon capture offers a path to climate change mitigation that has
received relatively little attention. In this volume in the MIT Press Essential
Knowledge series, Howard Herzog offers a concise guide to carbon capture,
covering basic information as well as the larger context of climate technology and
policy. Carbon capture, or carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS), refers to a
suite of technologies that reduce CO2 emissions by “capturing” CO2 before it is
released into the atmosphere and then transporting it to where it will be stored or
used. It is the only climate change mitigation technique that deals directly with
fossil fuels rather than providing alternatives to them. Herzog, a pioneer in carbon
capture research, begins by discussing the fundamentals of climate change and
how carbon capture can be one of the solutions. He explains capture and storage
technologies, including chemical scrubbing and the injection of CO2 deep
underground. He reports on current efforts to deploy CCS at factories and power
plants and attempts to capture CO2 from the air itself. Finally, he explores the
policies and politics in play around CCS and argues for elevating carbon capture in
the policy agenda.

Aaron & the magic apple
A woman who hears voices. A man who sees visions. A killer who may elude them
both.

Landmarks of Perak
This is the first study by a Western scholar of a significant facet of the history of
the Second World War - Japanese-trained independence and volunteer armies as
agents of revolution and modernization. At the time, the Japanese did not see that
their military imprinting would affect a whole generation of political/military
leadership of nations of post-Second World War Southeast Asia. Leaders like
Suharto, Ne Win and Park are all products of Japanese military training.

No One Needs to Know
Jin adalah makhluk yang bersama-sama dengan kita menghuni planet bumi ini,
Bahkan kehadiran jin jauh lebih dulu daripada manusia. Jin juga adalah makhluk
mukallaf yang dikenai hukum dan kewajiban seperti manusia, karena mereka juga
memiliki akal, nafsu dan kehendak bebas. Allah SWT berfirman: Tidakkah Aku
ciptakan jin dan manusia kecuali untuk beribadah kepada-Ku. Namun, karena
sifatnya secara umum yang tidak terlihat oleh mata manusia, maka kita kadangkadang memperoleh gambaran-gambaran yang keliru tentang bentuk, sifat dan
kehidupan jin. Buku ini berusaha merekam dialog antara penulisnya. Muhammad
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'Isa Dawud, dengan salah satu Jin-Muslim. Dialog tersebut begitu lugas, sehingga
menjadikan buku ini benar-benar asyik dibaca. Dari dialog-dialog ini, pembaca
akan memperoleh berbagai informasi baru yang menakjubkan tentang dunia jin
yang sebenarnya. Buku ini sedikit-banyak akan meluruskan persepsi-persepsi kita
yang salah tentang bentuk, watak dan kehidupan jin: sejak asal-mula jin hingga
berbagai kejadian yang berkaitan dengan jin, seperti gangguan setan dan sihir,
lengkap dengan cara pengobatannya. Untuk setiap topik dialog, penulisnya
menambahkan catatan yang merujuk kepada Alquran, hadis Nabi saw., serta
temuan-temuan ilmiah demi mengukuhkan kebenaran pernyataan jin tersebut.

The Heiress Bride
“Elena has left behind a story of resilience, hope and most of all, love. We can’t
help but take her into our hearts, and carry the best of her into our own lives.”
—Jeffrey Zaslow, coauthor of The Last Lecture Notes Left Behind by Brooke and
Keith Desserich began as a journal they kept after their five-year-old daughter
Elena was diagnosed with brain cancer and given just 165 days to live. As poignant
and inspiring as Randy Pausch’s The Last Lecture, it is the story of the courage of a
truly remarkable little girl who accomplished so much in so little time—and of her
parents’ love and dedication to their child and their family. New York Times
bestselling author James Patterson was profoundly moved by Elena’s beautiful life
and Notes Left Behind, calling it, “a stunning story that teaches us how precious
children, family, and life are, and that the sacrifices we make are worth it. I won’t
forget the Desserich family, and neither will you.”

Carbon Capture
He wants to turn her in—she wants to take him to bed! The moment wealthy ranch
owner Tucker Brennan sees Annie Sheridan's photo on a website, he knows he's
finally found the woman who let his brother take the fall in an embezzlement
scheme. Now Tucker is on his way to the Safe Haven animal shelter in Montana to
find out what really happened…and bring Annie to justice. With a struggling shelter
and no cash, Annie Sheridan has her hands so full that she's almost forgotten why
she had to go into hiding. So when the sleek and damnably good-lookin' Tucker
shows up offering a donation—and potential nooky action!— Annie figures things
are finally going right. There are secrets. There are lies. And there's one heck of an
attraction. But once they give themselves over to lust, no one needs to know….

The Visible Trail of Chang Fee Ming
Well-researched and true to the classical Greek myths, each volume in the
Goddess Girls series addresses contemporary issues like friendship and
relationships from a classically accurate—and entertaining—perspective.

WarCraft Archive
Twin sisters Toni and Mika have paranormal powers that allow them to speak to
each other telepathically and to teleport, but when they switch identities for sports
day, Mr. Kageura discovers their secret.
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Modern Artists of Malaysia
Business tycoon and infamous playboy Alexio Christoulakis wasn't the marrying
kind. Then one of the most powerful and wealthy men in Greece offers Alexio his
daughter's hand in marriage, and Alexio decides that maybe a wife—especially one
as compelling as Ione Gakis—might not be a bad idea after all. Unbeknownst to
anyone outside of the Gakis family, Ione was adopted and has been fostered in an
abusive and neglectful environment—a desperate prisoner on her tyrannical
father's luxurious island. Marriage to Alexio can mean only one thing: escape. And
if that means marrying a complete stranger and fleeing to England to find her real
family, then the sooner Ione can get that wedding ring on her finger, the better.—
But despite his compassion for Ione, Alexio won't tolerate a runaway wife. And he's
going to make damn sure Ione never leaves his side—or his bed!

Dialog Dengan Jin Muslim
In the heart of London stands Sphere Music Hall, a venue that enjoys immense
popularity amongst the populace. However, the fervour with which its visitors
return causes consternation in the mind of Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, who
suspects the organisation of cult practices and sends Earl Ciel Phantomhive and his
impeccable butler, Sebastian, to infiltrate the hall. They are met with none other
than the disgraced erstwhile prefects of Weston College and an otherworldly
fortune-teller called Blavat, who takes one look at Sebastian and divines his true
nature without faltering!

The Eleventh Son
The game is still afoot, as Master Zhuge finally comes face-to-face with the man
pulling the strings for the 13 masked killers. But how could it be "him?" Also, the
four major kung fu houses make their move, but is it for good or ill?

My Evernote
Emilia, the only daughter of a rich family, falls in love with the charming, poor
aristocrat Dominique. And he cared for the awkward Emilia, as well. However, once
she found out his goal was her fortune, she declined his proposal. After, falling
upon hard times, Emilia left the high society scene. Changing her name to Emma
and working as a tutor, one day, she receives a work request from an earl

Heaven Sword & Dragon Sabre
This is the third in the Manga series, "Ironfist", which follow the exciting early years
of the hero who learns, uses and develops both his fighting and mental skills to
defeat his warlike enemies. The text is in cartoon style, and the book reads from
back to front, with numbered boxes.

Miracle Girls
In Adventures in Darkness, Tom Sullivan takes readers through the adventures of
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his monumental eleventh year. Blind since birth, Tom lived in a challenging world
of isolation and special treatment. But he was driven to break out and live as
sighted people do. This book is a hair-raising, heart-warming experience that
culminates in Tom's reliance upon God to realize his dreams of a "normal" life.

Charlie Munger
Fire ants. Fraud. Footie pajamas. Twins Edgar and Ellen live alone -- their parents
disappeared years ago, and who can blame them? -- in the quaint, little town of
Nod's Limbs, in a grim, gray house overlooking the cemetery and the junkyard.
They spend their days avoiding Heimertz, the mysterious accordion-playing
caretaker; pestering Pet, a hairy, one-eyed creature of indeterminate species and
gender; and wreaking havoc on the hapless citizens of Nod's Limbs. But wreaking
havoc can incur expenses, so the twins come up with a unique fund-raising
scheme: They'll nab the pets of Nod's Limbs and transform them into exotic
animals they can sell for big bucks. Not a bad plan, if one of the purloined pets
wasn't a lethargic python with a raging appetite.

Rare Beasts
YA. Graphic novel. Japanese martial arts. The hero Climni uses his skills to defeat
his fighting enemies.

Japanese Portraits
From early, beloved classics such as Goodnight Moon and Harold and the Purple
Crayon to such recent treasures as If You Give a Mouse a Cookie and Pete's a
Pizza, this collection assembles twelve of the greatest picture books ever
published. Parents can share the joy of introducing young children to many
timeless favorites that have already enchanted millions of readers. This volume
offers a wonder-filled opportunity for preschoolers and families to own and share
"the best of the best." All royalties for HarperCollins Treasury of Picture Book
Classics: A Child's First Collection will be donated to First Book, a national nonprofit
organization whose mission is to give children from low-income families the
opportunity to read and own their own new books. The primary goal of First Book is
to work with existing literacy programs to distribute new books to children who, for
economic reasons, have little or no access to books. In this way, First Book
effectively leverages the heroic efforts of local tutoring, mentoring, and family
literacy organizations as they work to reach children who need help the most. First
Book distributes millions of books to hundreds of thousands of children nationwide
each year. For more information on First Book, please visit www.firstbook.org.

Journey to Mount Shen
My Evernote® Step-by-step instructions with callouts to photos that show you
exactly what to do Help when you run into problems or limitations with Evernote
Tips and Notes to help you take full advantage of Evernote on your smartphone,
tablet, or computer Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through making the
most of Evernote –free or premium, on any device! Learn how to • Install and use
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Evernote on your iPhone, Android, iPad, BlackBerry, Windows Phone, PC or Mac,
and beyond • Create and share notebooks, customized just the way you like, and
organize your notes your way • Save images, drawings, handwriting, web content,
even webcam snapshots in notes you can access anywhere, anytime • Add notes
straight from Twitter or Google+, and link Evernote to your Facebook account •
Format your notes to look great, and easily print the notes you want to file the oldfashioned way • Build easy-to-use To Do lists, complete with checkboxes • Sync
your notes across multiple devices, and store them in the cloud so they’re always
available over the Web • Import notes from other popular note-taking tools, such
as Microsoft OneNote and Google Notebooks • Record high-quality audio notes and
organize and share them as needed • Send notes to Evernote from Apple’s Siri
digital assistant • Organize, tag, and search your notebooks to instantly find
whatever you’re looking for • Install and use the Evernote Web Clipper in all
popular web browsers • Securely share notebooks publicly or privately and
collaborate with teams, wherever they are • Find apps and add-ons that make
Evernote do even more for you CATEGORY: Desktop Applications COVERS:
Evernote USER LEVEL: Beginning-Intermediate

The Numerology of the I Ching
Sizzle and Burn
The Chinese Gold Murders
A player's omnibus of four original tales traces the game's backstory, from the
arrival of the Burning Legion demonic army on the diverse world of Azeroth to the
ongoing battle for supremacy between warring kingdoms, in a compendium that
includes the titles, Day of the Dragon, Lord of the Clans, The Last Guardian, and
Blood and Honor. Original. 25,000 first printing.

Theory Made Easy for Little Children
These private recollections of longtime Japan resident and Japanese culture expert
Donald Richie capture the personalities of the Japanese people with insight and
humor. From the private musings of author Donald Richie, comes this extensive
collection of brief written "portraits" which capture the personalities of 54 different
Japanese people—some famous, some notorious, and some unknown. First written
in 1987, Japanese Portraits presents one author's vision of Japanese culture and
etiquette through precise, intimate profiles of both the ordinary and extraordinary
people that make up the diverse nation. This collection of individual vignettes is
perhaps the first book about the Japanese to view them entirely unhindered by the
various theories about them, and about culture in Japan as a whole—depicting
them as complicated, simple, inscrutable, and understandable, like anyone else,
yet still unique. In these fifty-four pieces you'll meet some household
names—Mishima, Kawabata, Mifune, Kurosawa—and little-known neighborhood
figures: the would-be geisha, the ex-boxer turned gangster, the scheming bar
madame and the old man dying alone. And there are dozens of others, individuals
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who have in common, besides their Japanese nationality, the fact that they knew
the author, and that—fortunately for us—he knew them. These highly personal
reminiscences form one of the most original and deeply felt books on culture in
Japan ever to appear.

Black Butler, Vol. 23
Wuji, hidden, listens as Spider pleads with Granny Golden Flower to spare Zhune
Shai in her upcoming battle over the Dragon Sabre.

Imagining Identities
Book 1 in Maggie Shayne’s Bestselling Wings in the Night Series The Thin Line
between Love and Death… In two centuries of living death, vampire Eric Marquand
had learned to live with the cruel fate that had condemned him to walk forever in
shadow, forever alone. Then he found the woman he knew was meant for
him—and understood that to possess her was to destroy her. Against all reason,
Tamara Dey saw clearly that her destiny was eternally entwined with Eric’s and
that she must not only accept but welcome the terror and splendor of the
vampire’s kiss. She trembled at the thought of spending eternity in his arms, but
was her trembling born of desire…or fear? Don’t miss a single title in Maggie
Shayne’s Wings in the Night series: Twilight Phantasies Twilight Memories Twilight
Illusions, with bonus novella “Beyond Twilight” Born in Twilight, with bonus novella
“Twilight Vows” Twilight Hunger Embrace the Twilight, with bonus novella “Run
from Twilight” Edge of Twilight Blue Twilight, with bonus novella “Before Blue
Twilight” Prince of Twilight Demon’s Kiss Lover’s Bite Angel’s Pain Bloodline, with
bonus novella “Vampires in Paradise” Twilight Prophecy Twilight Fulfilled

Blind Fury
When Koki's mysterious older brother Yoji shows a blossoming interest in her,
Tanpopo finds him hard to resist. In order to give her feelings for Koki a rest,
Tanpopo quits the Gardening Committee, and without her the club falls apart.
Tanpopo has her hands full when her friends start aggressively recruiting her to
rejoin the committee and Koki expresses his true feelings for her. As usual, it is up
to Tanpopo to make sure everything comes up roses! -- VIZ Media

Imadoki!, Vol. 4
Charlie Munger, Berkshire Hathaway's visionary vice chairman and Warren
Buffett's indispensable financial partner, has outperformed market indexes again
and again, and he believes any investor can do the same. His notion of
"elementary, worldly wisdom"—a set of interdisciplinary mental models involving
economics, business, psychology, ethics, and management—allows him to keep his
emotions out of his investments and avoid the common pitfalls of bad judgment.
Munger's system has steered his investments for forty years and has guided
generations of successful investors. This book presents the essential steps of
Munger's investing strategy, condensed here for the first time from interviews,
speeches, writings, and shareholder letters, and paired with commentary from
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fund managers, value investors, and business-case historians. Derived from Ben
Graham's value-investing system, Munger's approach is straightforward enough
that ordinary investors can apply it to their portfolios. This book is not simply about
investing. It is about cultivating mental models for your whole life, but especially
for your investments.

One Hundred Best Street Food of Indonesia
Works of the artist.

Drunken Master
Notes Left Behind
The tale of two American teenagers recruited as killers for a Mexican cartel, and
the Mexican-American detective who realizes the War on Drugs is unstoppable. “A
hell of a story…undeniably gripping.” (The New York Times) In this astonishing
story, journalist Dan Slater recounts the unforgettable odyssey of Gabriel Cardona.
At first glance, Gabriel is the poster-boy American teenager: athletic, bright,
handsome, and charismatic. But the ghettos of Laredo, Texas—his border
town—are full of smugglers and gangsters and patrolled by one of the largest lawenforcement complexes in the world. It isn’t long before Gabriel abandons his
promising future for the allure of juvenile crime, which leads him across the river to
Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel: Los Zetas. Friends from his childhood join
him and eventually they catch the eye of the cartel’s leadership. As the cartel wars
spill over the border, Gabriel and his crew are sent to the States to work. But in
Texas, the teen hit men encounter a Mexican-born homicide detective determined
to keep cartel violence out of his adopted country. Detective Robert Garcia’s
pursuit of the boys puts him face-to-face with the urgent consequences and new
security threats of a drug war he sees as unwinnable. In Wolf Boys, Slater takes
readers on a harrowing, often brutal journey into the heart of the Mexican drug
trade. Ultimately though, Wolf Boys is the intimate story of the lobos: teens turned
into pawns for the cartels. A nonfiction thriller, it reads with the emotional clarity of
a great novel, yet offers its revelations through extraordinary reporting.

EMMA AND THE EARL 1
Japanese-trained Armies in Southeast Asia
Chinmi is chosen to make the dangerous trek to Mount Shen to study with the Zen
master there.

Adventures in Darkness
"Malaysia Art Volume 1: Imagining Identities brings together a collection of essays
which highlights the ways in which art has provided artists with the means of
imagining themselves, and imagining our nation. The 19 essays in this publication
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comprise of five reprinted seminal texts from the 1970s to 90s and new
commissioned essays by writers across different generations. They discuss art
developments in relation to changing expressions and experiences in Malaysian
social and cultural life from after the Second World War to contemporary times,
which 140 illustrations create a parallel visual narrative. This unprecedented
gathering of Malaysian art writing should prove a valuable reference for a wide
audience, from specialists to general readers interested in Malaysian art and
history."--Back cover.

Persephone the Daring
Kuo Yung lies his elderly friend and companion to rest. Before she passes, she
instructs amysterious beauty to care after Kuo Yung and teach him Kung Fu. What
is the background of this young woman and what is her connection to Kuo?

Twilight Phantasies
Biography of Soe Hok Gie, an Indonesian political activist.

Rashomon and Seventeen Other Stories
The first book to cover the complete Taoist teachings on form, structure, and
symbol in the I Ching. • Provides many new patterns and diagrams for visualizing
the layout of the 64 hexagrams. • Includes advanced teachings on the hosts of the
hexagrams, the mutual hexagrams, and the core hexagrams. • Written by Taoist
Master Alfred Huang, author of The Complete I Ching. The Numerology of the I
Ching is the first book to bring the complete Taoist teachings on form, structure,
and symbol in the I Ching to a Western audience, and it is a natural complement to
Alfred Huang's heralded Complete I Ching. It examines not only the classic circular
arrangement of the eight trigrams but also the hidden numerology in this
arrangement and its relationship to tai chi and the Chinese elements. Huang
explains the binary code underlying the I Ching, the symbolism behind the square
diagram of all 64 hexagrams, and Fu Xi's unique circular layout of the 64
hexagrams, completely unknown in the West. Entire chapters are devoted to such
vital material as the hosts of the hexagrams, the mutual hexagrams, and the core
hexagrams--all barely hinted at in previous versions of the I Ching. With
appendices listing additional symbolism for each hexagram, formulas for easily
memorizing the Chinese names of the sixty-four hexagrams, and much more, The
Numerology of the I Ching is a must for serious I Ching students.
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